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Rain, Rain, go away so that we can fish
another day. With all the rain we have
been having, and if you are going fishing at
the Trout parks, you are going to need
some weight to get your fly down. My Lead
fly the Sowbug will work.

Put on a thread base and the decide what
you want to tie.

Now when you tie this to your tippet, you
will have the weight and the extra eye to
tie on you second favorite fly..

Tie or epoxy some legs on it and its 1/8 or
1/16 oz body will get it down on the bottom.
Tie on your favorite fly to the second eye.
Some of you have told me that that it is too
heavy for fly fishing, so back to the drawing Add a tail with .75 Softball yarn Red, and a
board we go. Look at this 1/64 oz double
grizzly feather. And 2.2 Softball Black.
eye hook.

The weight-1/64 oz, and the 100% cotton
yarn which absorbs water, will get this fly
down.
We are still in the proto type stage and it
would not be happening if it wasn’t on my
friend Pappy. Updates to follow.

Then finish up your fly, this one is a woolly
worm.

Let me know what you think.
dmstead@aol.com

Woolly Worm
Materials:
Hook: Micro Jig with 1/64 oz lead
Hook sizes: 10
Thread: UTC 70 or 140, color to match material.
Tail: Vintage Softball 100% combed Cotton yarn, 3 ply-.75 Red
Hackle: Grizzly feather
Body: Vintage Softball 100% combed Cotton yarn, 3 ply-2.2 Black
Tail: Bed Spread Material (This is Vintage Softball 100% combed Cotton yarn, 3 ply)

1/64 Double eye hook

Fishing instructions: Dead Drift with a strike indicator using this fly as the first fly
(attractor fly) and the weight 1/64 will get it down. Tie a dropper fly (your favorite) as
the second fly off the second eye. Or use a sinking line or sinking leader and strip it
alone the bottom. The hook is up, so it will not get caught on the bottom. You second
fly is lighter and will be in the feeding zone.
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